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GUEST WHO?



erik agard (ft. ?)



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ACROSS 1. Dogie bagger 14 15 6. Little rascal 11. NY univ. whose campus is 17 18 nicknamed "Brick City" 20 21 14. Run up (a fine, e.g.) 15. Not to be mentioned 24 25 26 27 16. "It's ___ from me" 17. FIRST 29 30 31 19. WWII inits. 20. Address that doesn't go into a 34 35 36 GPS 39 40 21. "Here's the thing..." 22. Safekeeping? 42 43 44 24. Roman triumvirates? 26. ___ Twins (French dance duo) 46 47 48 28. "___ the Horn" (ESPN show that once featured Lil Wayne as a 54 55 56 panelist) 59 60 29. Bangladeshi capital, back in the day 64 65 66 31. Plural suffix with six 33. One giving a baleful a look? 68 69 34. Alex and ___ (jewelry company) 36. Greek letter from which the 71 72 word "jot" is derived 38. Postfix for rocket or cannon © 2015 39. Theme of this puzzle? 42. "Portlandia" setting: Abbr. 71. No-___ relaxer 44. Good source of Froot 72. David of "Revolution" 45. Being all kissy-kissy for all to 73. Heat games? see, briefly 46. Mommy's sis DOWN 48. "___ dead, Jim" 1. Flow state? 50. Chorus lines? 2. Not going well? 54. Reznor and others 3. Moving in ascending or 56. "CSI" evidence, often descending order, as a musical 58. Attend to a crock (because you passage know all that "non-stick" stuff 4. South, south of France is a... sham) 5. Food fragments 59. Good bar order if you're 6. Sesame, say planning on killing a gold 7. Wine that sounds like a great magnate later pick-me-up? 61. Sumerian sky god 8. "Down with," in French 63. Yoko who released an 89. Yemeni coffee city minute single with RZA 10. They're folded around a table 64. She, in Portuguese 11. Blisses 65. LAST (the Texas one, not the 12. A lot South Carolina one) 13. How some pizzas are made 68. ___-J ("Left Hand Free" band 18. Shocking find for a marine that sounds like a keyboard biologist? shortcut) 23. ___ roll 69. Garbage 25. Animated character based on 70. Like uncryworthy milk, in King Claudius adage 27. Gone postal? 30. Breaking down?
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50 57



61
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63 67



70 73



32. 35. 37. 39. 40. 41. 42. 43. 47. 49. 51. 52. 53. 55. 57. 60. 62. 66. 67.



___-CAH-TOA (trig mnemonic) Relative of "tbh" The T in ANTM Do what a plant does "Gee, nice (fireworks show/ sunset/magic trick)!" Is a downer? Soothing bath additive The country way? "The Librarians" airer Has a (rawhide) bone to pick, by the sound of it? Like some extremely spicy wings, on menus Episode that reveals the whole series was a dream, say Doesn't keep it 100 Having taken a powder? Meth- end Prefix with -tainment Lenin ruled it and Lennon sang about it It's at home on the range Where to go to have sliced vegetables put on your face
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across down - 

2. Inter, or / put back / a casket. 3. "Big Bang / Theory"'s /. "grandma" / moniker /. (i.e., as per / Sheldon). 4. "Farmer's" / ref full / of facts. 5. Letters / beneath / a four,.
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across down - 

"Slammed"--prepare to be taken down. Matt Jones. 1. 14. 17. 20. 27. 34. 39. 42. 48. 53. 61. 64. 67. 2. 28. 49. 3. 29. 45. 4. 30. 54. 5. 23. 43. 50. 18. 21. 40. 55. 62.
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on the moon. 70. Sneaker problem. 71. John on the. Mayflower. 72. Party with glow sticks and pacifiers. 73. Gram's nickname. 74. Put up with. 75. Ogled. DOWN.
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They create commercials. 65. Yellow, as a banana. 66. Director Burton. 67. ... was used as the theme for "Alfred Hitchcock. Presents". 26. Tiny charged particle.
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44. Coffee coast of Hawaii. 47. "Can you hear me now?" company. 49. Mail-in offer. 50. Ran off. 51. Accra's country. 52. Scaredy-cats. 53. Caveman diet. 54. Prevent, as a disaster. 55. "SNL" alumna Cheri. 56. ___ Thins. 60. 911 responders. 63. The Ma
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18. ___ to be. 19. Soupy sales? 24. Football competition first held in Belfast in 1881. 26. Jason who directed "Juno". 27. Da meaning. 28. "Get to stepping". 29. Boxing-themed Justin. Timberlake single. 30. Peak on Honshu Isl. 31. "White ___". 32. Wo
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wearing a pot leaf T- shirt? Like that's original". 30. Went out with. 31. "Pet" irritation. 33. ___ di pepe (tiny pasta variety). 36. Sucks the strength out of. 37. Blue-green hue. 38. Model with a palindromic name. 40. How lottery numbers are chose
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Big boss. 63. "Capote" costar. Catherine. 64. '60s campus gp. DOWN. 1. Cologne brand named ... "Masters of the. Universe" protagonist. 28. Dinosaur in Mario-.
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32. Thurman with a Fall Out Boy song named after her. 33. Totally adore. 35. Athenian walkway. 38. Like some factory outlet clothes: Abbr. 39. Persians and Siamese. 41. Mention that T-Pain would like that guy's T-shirt, for example. 42. LXX x V. 43. 
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67. Paste alternative. 68. Constellation with a belt. 69. Bring under control. 70. "The camera ___ 10 pounds". 71. Becomes liquid. 72. Christian Louboutin item ... "Yay, team!" 22. "Hungry Hungry ___". 23. Washington dropped from "Grey's. Anatomy". 2
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character from Pakistan. 67. Center square occupant. Paul ... Fill-in at the office. 2. Cookie sometimes eaten inside- ... Cop or call lead-in. 56. "If ___ $1000000".
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rubber band across down - Groups 

11. Lickety-spl. 12. Tea balls? 17. ___ day (when to do squats and such) ... ("Lawn") from its name in 1975. 50. Like transactions between two companies, for short.
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newspaper since 1892). 50. Undo? 51. "Blaming the ___ ... Gadget. 12. Punjabi poet ___ Shah. 13. "It's ___" ("Good first step"). 18. ___ to be. 19. Soupy sales?
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Spill. 65. Wind-driven clouds. 67. Go from point A to, I ... 34. Kicks. 37. Green box that might be near a Redbox? 38. ... Energy drink that sponsors NASCAR racer.
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you can play as Bill Clinton or. George Clinton. 34. De-prepare for firing, as a gun. 35. Shooter that sounds like a different kind of shooter. 36. Cider provider. 38. Snack cake that sounds like a chortle. 39. Baseball player from an area of. Maryla
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7. Sounds heard when doves cry? 8. "C'mon son". 9. Hand craft. 10. Civic booster. 11. Slanted letters? 12. Gp. giving grants. 13. 2002 Vin Diesel movie that was.
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"Who Wants to ___ Millionaire?" 66. Big name in Canadian health insurance. 67. Bovine-mascotted anonymous gossip app that rhymes with a breath mint brand.
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1. Kryptonian military man. 4. Area factor. 9. Yusuf bin Alawi bin. Abdullah, for one. 14. A ___ on one's plate. 17. Company with a big. Budget. 19. A contact might ... and no Rh factor: Abbr. 56. "Pitch Perfect" subject. 58. Movie franchise that fea
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TURN DOWN FOR WHAT ACROSS 1. "Too Many ... - 

Pot holder? 2. Village Voice co-founder Norman. 3. Mother and Shaker. 4. Chess player's Elo number, e.g.: Abbr. 5. Gridiron greats. 6. Wedding. 7. Clayey mud.
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HEAD TRANSPLANT ACROSS 1. One who often ... - 

R. Browning. 15. See 11-Across. 18. Word form? 19. Nicki Minaj song with ... Furrier John Jacob. 31. Feasted. 32. "Around the Horn" host. Tony. 33. ___ cutter ( ...
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Guest List.pdf 

Page 1 of 1. attending. attending. attending. attending. attending. gift received. gift received. gift received. gift received. gift received. Page 1 of 1. Guest List.pdf.
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guest editorial 

Dec 4, 2006 - Lest anyone yearn for the good old days, the halcyon days of yore, they .... trials of health care in almost all health disciplines. ... A Cochrane review of programs offering compre- .... NaÄ±ve efforts to simplify the management of.
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guest form.doc.pdf 

There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. guest form.doc.
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